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Abstract
With virtual reality, digital painting on 2D canvas is now being extended to 3D space. In this paper, we generalize the 2D pixel canvas to a 3D voxel canvas to allow artists to synthesize volumetric color fields. We develop a deep and dynamic octree-based painting and rendering system using both CPU and GPU to take advantage of the characteristics of both processors (CPU for octree modeling and GPU for volume rendering). On the CPU-side, we dynamically adjust an octree and incrementally update the octree to GPU with low latency without compromising the frame rates of the rendering. Our octree is balanced and uses a novel 3-neighbor connectivity for format simplicity and efficient storage, while allowing constant neighbor access time in ray casting. To further reduce the GPU-side 3-neighbor computations, we precompute a culling mask in CPU and upload it to GPU. Finally, we analyze the numerical error-propagation in ray casting through high resolution octree and present a theoretical error bound.

CCS Concepts
• Computing methodologies → Virtual reality; Volumetric models; Rendering;

1. Introduction
With virtual reality (VR), digital painting on 2D surfaces is being extended into 3D volumes. VR-based 3D painting applications have recently surged and are now widely accepted as a new art form by artists. 3D painting is distinguished from traditional 3D modeling/rendering. While 3D modeling/rendering typically assumes a team of artists performing a sequence of works such as modeling, lighting, rendering, and composition, a 3D painting system allows an artist to finish an 3D painting within her/his own budget [Kat17]. Also, a 3D painting system enables an artist, without physical constraints, to rapidly sketch a large scene and to directly manipulate...
the color fields of the scene in 3D space rather than draw it indirectly by adjusting materials and lighting.

State-of-the-art VR painting systems such as Tilt brush and Quill [Goo15, Ocu16] are geometric painting systems that emit 2D surface geometries as artists make brush strokes (Fig. 2(b)). These systems have their intrinsic boundaries. Color mixing between strokes is not supported since overlaps between stroke geometries are infinitely thin, and hard and expensive to compute robustly. The simple recoloring of part of a stroke would be complicated since a texture map needs to be invoked such that updated colors can be stored into the texture map. In addition, semi-transparent volume depiction would be limited since efficient handling of a large number of stroke geometries in high-depth complexity is nontrivial.

On a 3D canvas, unlike a 2D planar canvas, perspective can be compromised: distant objects in the background can be painted at a relatively large size compared to the foreground objects - for example, distant mountains can be painted at their actual sizes. This requires a very large canvas support. For a large canvas, we use an array of octrees of high depth (e.g. level 24 or higher). Using an octree, we can maintain a very large canvas; e.g. a virtual canvas with a painting space of up to 40 Km³ and with very fine details of tiny voxels painted at a size of 0.3mm³ with respect to the typical room-scale VR setup (see Fig. 1).

We believe that the volumetric painting system supporting very large canvases with fine details using a highly adaptive tree is a promising new direction as a new VR art style, and perhaps even new fine art may be developed over time. In this paper, anticipating to pave the new way for 3D painting art styles that can be persistent in the future, we advance technology towards this overarching goal.

After extensive experiments and conversations with artists, we have concluded that the following elements are required for an interactive volumetric painting system in VR.

- **Dynamic tree update**: artists will continuously modify the underlying tree; we therefore need to update the tree dynamically.
- **Constant frame rates**: artists spend several hours painting in VR, and consideration must therefore be given to mitigating the possibility of VR-sickness. One source of such sickness is hitching or stuttering in the rendering frame rates, which should not be compromised; the frame rates should stay constant.
- **Low-latency stroke display**: when an artist applies a stroke, the tree should be modified immediately and rendered back to the artist. Therefore, we require low latency for stroke display.
- **Low memory consumption**: when a very large canvas is used, we found artists tend to paint a very large world and add details in multiple locations. Thus, a low memory requirement is beneficial for maintaining a large canvas.

To realize such requirements, the use of GPU is inevitable. However, using GPU alone would be lesser efficient than using CPU and GPU together for the following reasons. First, a CPU can handle complex tree adjustment and color blending operations in a more versatile manner than a GPU. Second, a GPU has an independent separate memory pool that can perform low-latency incremental updates to the tree with uninterrupted rendering in a GPU. In this way, we utilize one octree in a CPU for painting, and the other octree in a GPU for rendering. Overall, we propose incremental update strategies from the CPU to the GPU that satisfy all the aforementioned requirements. Finally, we solve the numerical issues in traversing a high-depth octree. In summary, our contributions are as follows:

- **Interactive adjustment of a large octree in a CPU for painting**
- **Strategies to perform adaptive painting strokes and distributed grid adjustment over multiple time steps**
- **Incremental, low-latency octree update to the GPU without adverse impact on the already GPU-intensive volume rendering.**
- **New and simple octree neighbor connectivity with only three connections per cell for fast traversal to neighboring cells**
- **Numerical error propagation analysis during ray traversal on a high-depth octree**
- **Novel 3D volumetric field painting effects such as color pick-up and color mix with adaptive grids.**

![Figure 2: Our volume painting system (a) allows trivial color mixing and recoloring operations, which are very difficult to be implemented in geometry-based painting systems. A state-of-art system (b) simply does not allow color interactions between strokes.](image)

![Figure 3: In geometry-based painting (b), over-painting strokes should be very carefully planned so that the new stroke is slightly above previous strokes to avoid occlusion and z-fighting. However, in (a), voxels can be simply added, erased, refined, coarsened, or recolored with various color mixing modes.](image)
2. Related Works

In this section, we survey relevant octree works in the literature including representation, update, and authoring techniques as well as GPU-based ray-casting methods.

2.1. Adaptive Spatial Grids

2.1.1. Octree representation

Octree grids have been applied to various problems such as distance field generation [FPRJ00, KBSS01], texturing [DGPR02, BD02, LHN05], modeling [JLSW02, KH13, HWB*13], simulation [LGF04, Mus13, Hoe16], model reconstruction [ZGHG11, CB13], and visualization [BNS01, GMG08, CNLE09, JMH15] to name a few. Without predetermined, fixed topological configurations, an octree is ideal for painting on a large canvas as the tree can be refined at any location at a desirable depth. However, one concern of using a high-depth octree is the traversal time from a root cell to a leaf cell. To reduce this traversal time, a more shallow tree has been used [LSK*06, LK10, Mus13, Hoe16]. [LSK*06] used multi-level page tables and brick-border voxels to achieve O(1) memory access, even for the look-ups from a root cell. While accessing octree cells from a root at a constant time is the key feature for coordinate-based look-ups, (e.g. texture fetching problem [LSK*06]), octree cells are still accessed locally in many applications, such as starting from the leaves, moving to the children of the non-root parent nodes, or accessing neighbors.

In order to render large-scale scene, full or out-of-core [GMG08, CNLE09, Mus13, HBJP12, RTW13] updates to GPU have been made for rendering applications. Recently, studies on a directed acyclic graph with scalar fields [DKB*16, DSKA18] have achieved rendering scenes in high resolution (32K^3 ∼ 128K^3), which is compressed on GPU memory using geometry redundancy. For dynamic updates, a directed acyclic graph needs real-time compression techniques; otherwise, reconstruction takes several minutes for updates.

2.1.2. Dynamic octree update

Besides one-time construction or full reconstruction [DGPR02, BD02, LHN05, CNLE09], octree can also be incrementally adjusted. Real-time dynamic octree adjustment in GPU has been applied [LSK*06, CNS*11]. In [CNS*11], a scene is classified to static and dynamic parts, and stored as separate memories in GPU. When objects move, the entire dynamic part is updated. Note that, in our volumetric painting application, dynamic and static parts cannot be separated. In another study, an octree is stored on a CPU and the subtree data is streamed through CPU-GPU data transfer in a view-dependent manner [GMG08]. In order to retain connectivity information with subtrees, the indices of all eight children are stored. Recently, [Hoe16] supports dynamic topological updates on GPU, however, it only supports insertion for now.

2.1.3. Octree texture authoring

Glift has been adopted for an adaptive texture authoring application [LSK*06, KLS*05]. Given a model represented in an adaptive grid, the authors found voxels in a brush stroke by projecting the model and the brush stroke onto a 2D screen-space and then update the color of voxels. If a higher resolution is required, they reallocated a tile populated with interpolated color. This approach limits volumetric painting; non-surface voxels are not considered and cannot be colored. In fact, the problem of octree texture authoring [KLS*05, DGPR02, BD02] significantly differs from our problem. We do not need an underlying model to paint as our aim is to author a general volumetric field including transparency. In some sense, our work models various structures and objects with clear and blurry boundaries while simultaneously coloring them with volumetric brush stroking.

2.2. GPU-Based Ray Casting on Adaptive Grids

Ray casting has been extensively researched for several decades [EHK*06, HLSR09]. Since a ray traversal on 3D adaptive grids is expensive, acceleration techniques such as neighbor precomputation, early ray termination, and empty space skipping [KW03] are often used. In order to reduce the cost of finding neighbors, the ROPE algorithm [HB98] was developed for a k-d tree and neighbor linking was proposed [Sam89, MB90] for an octree. Since a k-d tree has a varying number of neighbors per cell, six ropes were linked from a cell to bounding boxes along axial directions instead of pointing to neighbor cells directly [PGSS07]. An octree, even when 2-to-1 balanced, needs a maximum of 24 neighbors per cell. [GMG08] has reduced the number of neighbors down to six per cell by pointing the parents of neighbors. In our paper, we use only three neighbors per cell, computed on a GPU with the primary octree represented by only two indices; a parent and the first child. Our precomputed neighbors enable stackless ray casting and dynamic updating of an octree on-the-fly on a GPU as the tree connectivity changes.

A sparse voxel octree (SVO) [CNLE09, LK10] showed both high quality rendering and efficient ray traversal benefits of shallow topology and bricks. These works address the static scene rendering problem that does not require dynamic update. Particular objects in [CNS*11] can be updated dynamically while rendering. In this work, rendering with dynamic updates which are not limited to specific objects was not the target problem. SVOs extend to a tree with resolution configurable at each level, called OpenVDB [Mus13]. Recently, OpenVDB structure was implemented in GPU [Hoe16], which enables efficient neighbor access using ghost voxels and GPU-based ray casting. [Mus13, Hoe16] address dynamic scene rendering problem that does not have hard real-time constraints while updating structure simultaneously.

To the best of our knowledge, octrees as deep as 24 have not been used for ray casting. The deepest 3D adaptive structure we found in the literature was 128K^3 [DKB*16], which is equivalent to the octree depth of 17 (whereas our canvas is equivalent to (4 × 224)3). Moreover, the ray angle drift error has not been identified as an important challenge due to the limited size of a 3D scene. Spacing between floating points can cause sudden movement of the ray origin with continuously changing view points, which makes rendering unstable in a VR environment. [Ize13] used a padding factor in order not to miss a cell due to such precision. In this paper, we study a more principled approach - i.e. we propose to analyze the propagation of numerical error and ensure that ray computation does not increase numerical error regardless of the ray length.
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3. System Primer

In section 4, we describe both CPU and GPU memory layouts of our system. In general, the CPU-side octree is constructed of linear pools (parent/child indices and fields, as shown in Fig. 5 (a)) that are packed into textures in the GPU. The CPU has temporary pools (for painting) that do not exist in the GPU. For an efficient ray traversal, the GPU has a neighborhood connectivity pool, $G_2$ texture, that CPU does not have. In section 5, we design adjustment and update strategies that meet the requirements outlined in section 1. We subsequently slice a painting task into smaller tasks by using one-level adjustment. Then we stage the changed blocks, compute the update masks for $G_3$, upload them to the GPU, and validate the results.

![Dynamic Deep Octree on the CPU](image1)

**Figure 5:** Two octrees with different flavors. (a) A CPU-side octree for dynamic adjustment and color blending, pick up, erase, and recolor operations. (b) A GPU-side octree for rendering. Each side has only one copy of the octree.

Interactive volumetric field painting is composed of several parallel tasks: processing strokes, adjusting the octree, uploading the octree to the GPU, and rendering the octree. These are implemented in multiple threads as illustrated in Fig. 4. In the painting thread, the segments, color, and the stamp of strokes are queued. In the stroke thread, we conduct a stroke-cell intersection test, and refine or coarsen the intersecting cells. The octree memory is divided into a uniformly-sized blocks. In the staging thread, we copy a sequence of cells including newly refined or coarsened cells into a separate memory, which we call staged block. These staged blocks are pushed to the staged blocks queue. In the upload thread, we consume this staged queue by uploading staged blocks to the GPU. Finally, the rendering thread renders the octree using ray casting.

In order to support concurrent tasks such as painting and rendering, we adopt a strategy to construct a single octree in the CPU for painting and another octree in the GPU for rendering. The advantage of using octrees both on CPU and GPU is that it enables different-flavored buffers (Fig. 5), tree adjustment, and color blending for the CPU and volume ray casting for the GPU, which make painting and rendering tasks hazard-free. The remaining challenge is to upload a tree from the CPU to the GPU at the right time with an appropriate strategy.

4. Octree Representation and Memory Layouts

4.1. Root Array and Tree Depth

In order to author highly-detailed and dynamic volumetric fields, we use an array of octrees. We store the roots of the octree as a 3D array, which we call a root array. Each root can be refined up to 24 times, which is the maximum depth in our current implementation. The painting details appear to be sufficiently fine at this level. While the root array helps to reduce the tree depth and offers several advantages such as trivial parallelization, in a very large canvas with highly adaptive tree, the advantage appears to diminish. Therefore, we resort to a relatively coarse, 4$^3$ array of octree roots, each of which can be refined to a maximum depth. Effectively, this is equivalent to a single 26-deep octree root. This resolution can span a volumetric space of from 0.3mm$^3$ to 40Km$^3$ with respect to the room-scale VR setup.

4.2. Dynamic Deep Octree Representation in a CPU

Based on a previous study [KTHS15], we construct a 2:1 balanced octree on the CPU-side, where the difference in the depth of the...
two neighboring cells is less than or equal to one. Since we are authoring volumetric fields that can be defined at any location in the 3D space and for the sake of simplicity, eight children are created when a cell is refined. Similar to [GMG08], we do not use pointers, but instead use the index \( I \) that uniquely identifies each cell. Our octree is made up of multiple linear memory pools indexed by \( I \). Painting properties such as color, density, and temporary variables are stored as separate field pools. More field pools can be added, even dynamically if needed, such as alpha values. We group properties that are likely to be accessed together and then store them in a single memory pool. To allow dynamic refinement and coarsening, we implement linked-list based memory management. The size of an allocation unit is fixed, i.e., \( 4^2 \) array, that cannot be freed. We have another separate flag pool for the depth of cells and other bit-field flags for tree adjustment.

4.3. Tree Graph \( G_p \) and Novel Neighbor Graph \( G_3 \)

Our octree is defined only by parents and children pools that store two indices of the parent and the first child, since indices of the remaining seven children are consecutively numbered and hence do not need to be stored. Let this primal tree graph be \( G_p \). Since we do not use a dual tree such as used in [LSK'06, LK10], each cell in \( G_p \) is represented only by two 32-bit indices: the parent and the first child. Note that ray casting using only \( G_p \) may have poor performance as the depth of the tree increases, e.g., if the maximum depth is 24, the traversal path from \( G_p \) to a neighbor can be as long as 48 in the worst case. Therefore, an immediate neighbor topology such as neighbor linking for octrees [Sam89,MB90], or ROPEs for KD-trees [HBv98], is useful to accelerate the ray traversal. ROPE connects cells that share a face, resulting in the blue connections from cells \( C \) and \( D \) in Fig. 6. Note that \( D \) has five neighbors. In a 2-to-1 balanced octree, since four neighbors can exist on cell’s each faces, the number of neighbors can be six to 24.

![Figure 6: Neighbors of C (left), and D (right) in the quadtree. C, C1, and C2 share the same parent, and hence computing C1 and C2 from C is easy. On the other hand, tree distances between C and C0, C3, and between D and D0, D3 can be very large. Therefore, we precompute C0, C3, D0, and D3 and stored them in a separate texture.](image)

By grouping cells per face with ROPE [PGSS07], or linking the same depth or the smaller-depth neighboring cells per face [GMG08], the number of neighbors is reduced to 6. In our work, we further reduce the number of neighbors to three as follows. First, let’s consider the same depth cell (e.g. \( D_1 \) in Fig. 6) or the smaller-depth neighboring cell \( (C_2) \). Since each face has only one such neighbor, every cell has six neighbors. We then store only three of these six neighbors. Since eight children have consecutive indices, three of these neighbors share the same parent (e.g. \( C_1, C_2 \) of \( C_0 \) and \( D_0, D_2 \) of \( D_1 \)) and can be obtained immediately from its associated cell index (e.g., \( C_1 = C + 1 \)). The other three neighbors may have different parents (e.g. \( C_0, C_3, D_1, D_3 \)), and because computing such neighbors requires long tree traversals, they are precomputed. We refer to this neighbor structure as the 3-neighbor topology, denoted by \( G_3 \). The graph \( G_3 \) is a collection of the three neighbors for each cell.

Using the union of \( G_3 \) and \( G_p \), we can quickly discover all the six to 24 neighbors, since in \( G_p \cup G_3 \), the distance between two cells sharing a face is 2 in \( G_p \), or 1 or 2 in \( G_3 \). Therefore, finding neighbors in our scheme incurs a low cost, while finding a group of cells, as in previous works [PGSS07,GMG08], can have the distance between neighbors greater than 2 in \( G_p \). In Fig. 6, the leaves of \( D_1 \) that are in contact with \( D \) can be found easily as \( c(D_1) \) and \( c(D_1)+2 \), where \( c() \) denotes the first child. In the case where a ray proceeds to \( D_1 \), we can quickly identify \( c(D_1) \) or \( c(D_1)+2 \) using the ray parameters. Thus, \( G_3 \) is represented by three indices per cell. We store \( G_3 \) as a separate neighbor pool. Using \( G_3 \), we simplified variable numbers of immediate neighbors to a constant 3. We also reduced the memory required for a fast traversal from 24 (maximum) neighbors to 3 neighbors, while still allowing small constant time access to all of the 24 neighbors.

4.4. Dynamic Octree Representation in a GPU

Mapping the octree pools in a CPU to textures in a GPU is straightforward. Since textures have a resolution-limit in each dimension, we cannot use a 1D texture. We must use 2D or 3D textures and map a linear index \( I \) to two or three indices. Since modern GPUs support up to 16 thousand texels per dimension, 2D textures can support up to 256M cells. We pack \( G_p \) (parent, child) and the depth into a texture. RGBA color is stored as another texture.

\( G_3 \) (3-neighbor) is another integer texture with three channels. Note that we do not use \( G_3 \) on the CPU. The \( G_3 \) texture is built from the \( G_p \) texture upon updating. While computing \( G_3 \) is fast, it is still slow enough to hamper the frame rate. In section 5, we develop a strategy to reject most of this GPU-side computation with a small amount of mask computation and transfer it from the CPU to the GPU.

5. Dynamic Octree Update With Low-Latency and Consistent Frame Rates

The importance of avoiding nausea, sickness, and postural instability [Reg95,HVP02,PWP06] is escalated in VR painting lasting several hours. Among factors on those symptoms, little delay in sync between the rendered scene and the head motion is an minimum requirement that cannot be compromised. However, simply copying an octree to a texture will take 222ms even with full bandwidths of a CPU, a PCIe, and a GPU. Therefore, instead of updating the
Figure 7: Staged updates with a neighbor computation mask. (a) Brushing a stroke in a 3D space is local not only in the space but also in the memory (red cells in the 3D space and the octree on a CPU). Therefore, we divide the octree into blocks shown as sky blue and orange boxes. (b) Among blocks, we find a block (orange box) containing updated cells (dotted ellipse). In the middle of the painting, (1) the block on the CPU is staged with a neighbor computation mask and (2) uploaded to the GPU. (3) Note that \( G_3 \) is not uploaded, but is rather computed on the GPU.

5.1. Incremental Tree Adjustment

Although we can effectively reject cells that do not intersect with brush stamps, painting an octree can still be expensive. A broad brush stroke can be applied near a highly-refine region or a fine brush stroke can be applied near a coarsened region. To address a sharp change in the depth of cells, we develop a multi-step strategy. In a CPU-thread separate from rendering, we first paint on the CPU tree without tree adjustment and update on the GPU. The next step is a tree-adjustment stage where we mark cells that should be refined or coarsened and perform one-level refinement or coarsening per frame. After one-level tree adjustment, we reflect these changes to the GPU. We repeat this process until no cell needs to be refined or coarsened. In the next section, we propose algorithms for dynamic low-latency updating to the GPU while keeping the frame rate constant for VR.

5.2. Block-based Update using Staging

Since the stroke diameter is set to be approximately 10 cells, for a stroke length of one, about up to 1,000 cells per stroke would require updates. Since uploading a 1,000 times to the GPU would also be prohibitively slow, we use large blocks to reduce the upload counts. Since our CPU-side memory manager maintains a free pool in the last-in-first-out (LIFO) manner, texture memory \( G_p \) tends to be filled from bottom to top in the texture space. Therefore, we use a block, which refers to linear pitched packing that divides texture horizontally, where the width of the texture of each block is equal to 16,384 with a relatively smaller height shown as translucent boxes on octree textures in Fig. 7.

If we directly upload updated blocks to the GPU, the whole CPU-based tree would be locked and the painting thread would stall. To avoid this painting interruption, we first copy the block to a staging buffer, designed for CPU-side hazard control, that serves as an update queue. A block copied to a staging buffer is called a staged block. We collect the staged blocks in a separate thread using only small atomic sections during tree adjustments (see section 5.4 for discussion on hazards), and queue them in the LIFO queues with upload-to-GPU tasks. We then simply stage and upload one block per rendering frame.

To verify that the algorithms we develop in this section satisfy the hard frame rate and latency requirements, we develop custom benchmark tests. To reproduce painting practice in the real use case, we first load a pre-painted scene and play a pre-recorded set of painting strokes. We fix the head mounted display (HMD) position to make rendering time nearly constant. Dominant variables are thus controlled variables: updating parameters such as the number of blocks per frame, block sizes, and the granularity of neighbor computation mask for selective \( G_3 \) rendering. The only uncontrolled variables are the CPU thread allocations, the GPU command dispatches, and other minor random system interventions. Our painting stroke sequences are sufficiently long to minimize the impacts of these variables, shown as minor fluctuations in Fig. 8.

On CPU side, table 1 shows the average staging time and the maximum number of updated cells per second. Staging larger blocks tends to increase the maximum number of updated cells per second and reduces the number of updates. Although larger blocks can update more cells per second, latency tends to increase and it would be inefficient to upload a large block when only a small number of cells have changed. On the other hand, staging smaller blocks decreases the staging time and provides frequent updates, although bandwidth utilization may be lower. For example, when the size of the block is 16,384 × 4 (i.e., the number of cells per block is equal to 65K), blocks can be updated 77 times per second and...
the maximum number of uploaded cells per second is five million cells. The average bandwidth of block size under two million cells is less than 5 ms, therefore this is sufficient to stage blocks at the refresh rate of 60 or higher, corresponding to a rather long drawing sequence. While a block-based upload improves the frame rate from 5 frames per second (FPS) up to 22 FPS, this rate is still not acceptable. The next bottleneck is neighbor connectivity update, which will be discussed in the next section.

5.3. Neighbor Computation Mask

Even though a neighbor computation on the GPU corresponds to a simple computation of the graph $G_1$, the resolution of the texture can be large (16384×8192) which affects the interactivity (See the no mask case in Fig. 8(a)). Therefore, we develop a simple and efficient method to dramatically reduce this rendering cost.

Once a cell is created or deleted, not only the cell but also its neighbors should be updated in $G_1$. Since neighbors may not be inside a block that contains the cell, updating $G_1$ within the block would not be sufficient. One solution would be to have an additional list of expanded blocks for neighbor update. Since this will increase complexity in the system, we instead propose a simpler approach. We compute a very small mask in the CPU that contains dirty bits indicating which cells need to recompute their neighbors due to the tree topology change. While staging the cells on the CPU, we upload this small mask to the GPU, and perform a neighbor computation only on the cells in the marked area.

We tested various mask sizes. If the size of the neighbor computation mask is over 64 by 32 (which takes only 256 bytes), the overall frame rate stays around 90 FPS, which is a lower bound of frame rate, as shown in Fig. 8(a). We also further tested the degree to which the size of blocks affects the frame rates with lightweight neighbor precomputation cost. Fig. 8(b) shows that the frame rates stay stable when the number of cells per block is under 524K.

5.4. Immediate Visual Feedback

We write and read the tree simultaneously in painting and staging threads. To minimize waits between painting and staging threads, we divide the painting task into finer grained jobs. We adjust the tree by one level in the stroke thread (Fig. 4). This ensures that the CPU-side tree is valid without orphan cells or balancing violations.

![Figure 8: Performance tests with two controlled variables, the size of block and granularity of neighbor computation mask. In order to observe the effects of each independent variable, (a) we fixed the block size to contain 262K cells and (b) we fix the neighbor computation mask to 64 by 32 and update the total 57K cells with a single stroke.](image)

Staging blocks may depend on each other and hence dependent blocks may be grouped, uploaded to GPU-side staging buffers, and then copied together in GPU at the beginning of rendering. However, in our experiment, GPU-side staging buffer always yielded greater latency. More importantly, the dependency chain between staging buffers can be very large, resulting in much higher latency. Therefore, we experiment strategies to ignore dependency between staging blocks. As a result, artists can see the strokes at lower latency at the cost of temporal GPU-side violations. First, 2:1 balancing can be violated to 3:1 balancing. This can cause minor temporal visual artifacts in our ray caster that assumes 2:1 balancing. Second,
since parent-child referencing is valid only inside a block, some of inter-block parent and child indices can be invalid. This causes visible artifacts. We now design two strategies that reduce these artifacts: aggressive staging and handling invalid parent/child. For the purpose of this experiment, we develop a stroke replay system to render frames with and without corruptions. We then compute the number of rendered frames that have mismatching pixels.

By just ignoring inter-staging buffer dependency, corruption occurs in 33.3% of the total frames. The corruption lasts up to 450ms. Aggressive staging is to use smaller atomic sections that can even temporarily break the CPU-side 2:1 balancing to 3:1. However since staging happens earlier, the corruption goes away faster. The corruption rate falls to 21.7%. Handling invalid parent/child is simply to check whether parent and child mutually point to each other, and if fails, to ignore visiting such cells. This way, the corruption rate goes further down to 3.62% (Fig.9).

![Frames with corruptions](image)

(a) Naively ignoring staging block dependencies.

(b) Aggressive staging.

(c) Aggressive staging and preventing access to invalid parent/child.

Figure 9: Frames with corruptions (yellow circle). (a) Artifacts occur rather frequently (33.3% of frames have corrupted pixels), and corruptions remain for 0.45s. (b) 21.7% frames have corruptions. (c) Only 3.62% of frames have corrupted pixels. Corruption disappears within 0.03s.

6. Accurate Volume Rendering with High-depth Octree

Rendering 3D volumetric fields poses another challenge. One visible solution involves extracting voxel faces and rendering them through raster graphics pipeline using, for example, OpenGL similarly to Minecraft [MOJ17]. However, as the number of grids in the non-uniform size increases, the extracted vertex positions, particularly far from the origin, may not be accurate due to numerical error. More significantly, geometric extraction requires a substantial amount of computational time, as the number of voxels grows. Consequently, we explore an alternative approach of ray casting through octree volumetric field.

6.1. Accurate Ray Starting Point

When editing fine detail, users should be able to zoom in to observe the cells that have the highest depth (e.g. 24). However, the size of these tree cells can be even smaller than the single-precision floating point granularity except near the origin. For example, in a VR environment, naively using the floating point for the eye position in a world coordinate will force the head positions to jump towards nearby floating point values, and more significantly, the eye distance will be erratic. This leads to extreme discomfort. Therefore, we carefully maintain canvas-to-VR, VR-to-HMD, and HMD-to-eye coordinate transformations to avoid loss of the eye position precision. We propose computing the ray starting point in a cell-local coordinate frame, and keep the positioning error of the starting point sufficiently small for the above reasons. Our cell-local coordinate system is a barycentric coordinate system that has the origin at the cell center with a size of one. The range of coordinates inside the cell is [-0.5, 0.5]. Consequently, the finest resolution inside a cell is $0.5 \times 2^{-23}$ in single-precision floating point regardless of the size of the cell. If a ray starts from a leaf cell of depth 24, its resolution inside the leaf becomes extremely high.

6.2. Accurate Ray Traversal

As illustrated in Fig. 10, given a ray and its direction $\mathbf{d}$, and a cell-entry point $\mathbf{p}_i$ of the ray into the $i^{th}$ cell, we compute the cell-traversal distance $t_i$ and the cell-exit point $\mathbf{p}_t$ as well as a neighboring cell containing $\mathbf{p}_t$. Since our volumetric canvas covers a large space and the cell sizes vary by a large magnitude, using a global coordinate system to calculate $\mathbf{p}_t$ and the ray traversal length $t$ can be inaccurate. In contrast, the cell-local coordinate system can produce accurate results regardless of the zoom level. We represent $\mathbf{p}_i$ and $\mathbf{p}_t$ with respect to the frame whose origin is located at the cell center and the size is normalized to one. Using the intersecting face which contains $\mathbf{p}_t$ and the neighbor texture described in section 4.3, we choose the neighbor cell (the $i+1^{th}$ cell) to visit, and set $\mathbf{p}_t$ to $\mathbf{p}_t + t$. This process is repeated until the ray terminates after accumulating full opacity or exits the canvas.

6.3. Analysis

As illustrated in Fig. 10, in the $i^{th}$ cell, if the ray hits the top surface, the ray traversal-length $t_i$ is computed as $t_i = (0.5 - p_y)/d_y$, where $p_y$ is the y coordinate of $\mathbf{p}_i$, and $d_y$ is the y component of $\mathbf{d}$. The error in $t_i$ will be proportional to $t_i$. Take the machine epsilon $\varepsilon = 2^{-23}$ for single precision. Let $x, y$ be arbitrarily accurate real numbers, and $f(x)$ be a floating point representation of $x$. Then
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...errors in the eye location, i.e., the error introduced to compute shift $e$ when traversing operations 5, and proportional to the coordinate values, the number of floating point operations $5$, and $\varepsilon$.

Note that ignoring $\varepsilon_1\varepsilon_2$, we have $\varepsilon_i \leq \varepsilon$. Then we compute $f(\mathbf{p}/\mathbf{t}) = f(\mathbf{p} + f(\mathbf{t})) = ((\mathbf{p} + (1 + 2\varepsilon_i))((1 + \varepsilon_1)) = (\mathbf{p} + t_i)(1 + 3\varepsilon_i)$, for some $\varepsilon_i \leq \varepsilon$, ignoring $\varepsilon_2\varepsilon_2$. Next, we transform the coordinates of $f(\mathbf{p}/\mathbf{t})$ to the neighboring $i+1^{th}$ cell where the ray continues. This point is computed as $\mathbf{p}_{i+1} = f(f(\mathbf{p}/\mathbf{t})s + c) = ((\mathbf{p} + t_i)(s + c)(1 + 5\varepsilon_i)$ for some $\varepsilon_i \leq \varepsilon$, where scale $s$ and shift $c$ depends on the depth and location. Therefore, $f(\mathbf{p}_{i+1}) = \mathbf{p}_{i+1}(1 + 5\varepsilon_i)$, where $\mathbf{p}_{i+1}$ is the exact value computed from $\mathbf{p}$. Thus, the numerical error added during the traversal point is proportional to the coordinate values, the number of floating point operations $5$, and $\varepsilon$.

Since we are using a cell coordinate system, each coordinate of $\mathbf{p}_i$ is in $[-0.5,0.5]$. Therefore, the error is always bounded by $2.5\varepsilon$. In a global coordinate system, the error is bounded by $2.5\varepsilon$, where $w_i$ is the size of the $i^{th}$ cell along the ray. Let $\varepsilon_0$ be the error in the eye location, i.e., the error introduced to compute $\mathbf{p}_{\text{pixel-eye}}$ in the cell-local coordinate frame. Starting from this initial error $\varepsilon_0$, traversing $n$ cells results in total error $\varepsilon_0 + \sum_{k=0}^{n}2.5\varepsilon w_i = \varepsilon_0 + 2.5\varepsilon \sum_{k=0}^{n} w_i \leq \varepsilon_0 + 2.5\varepsilon \sqrt{3L} < \varepsilon_0 + 5\varepsilon L$, where $L$ is the ray length. Note that $\sum_{k=0}^{n} w_i \leq 3L$. Thus, by using the cell coordinate system for a ray/voxel traversal, we have shown that the error is proportional to $L$. Moreover, the error bound in angle $\sin^{-1}((\varepsilon_0)/(L + 5\varepsilon))$ does not increase as a function of $L$, and consequently the ray does not deviate from the pixel center by more than a small fixed angle, regardless of the length of the ray $L$. See Fig. 11(d).

To verify our analysis, we performed an experiment, as demonstrated in Fig. 11. We show that the screen-space ray-deviation from pixel center, formulated as the ray-angle error, does not accumulate during ray traversal. In fact, the error is indeed very small and is relatively larger in the nearby pixels (the maximum ray-angle error is $7.5 \times 10^{-9}$ degrees) due to the initial position error (the position error is $2.5 \times 10^{-7}$ in $L_2$ norm), and then slightly decays as $L$ increases. This experimental result implies that we can perform the ray casting even on mobile GPUs with only half-precision floats ($\varepsilon = 1/1024$) using fragment shaders. We compare the results using the world coordinate and local coordinate in Fig. 12.

7. Extending 2D Digital Painting to 3D Volumetric Painting

In 2D painting, artists apply brush strokes fast and react to immediate feedback. Modern CPUs can handle reasonably large brush sizes of up to a few hundred pixels at interactive rates, but for a larger brush, interactivity starts to diminish. This can be quite restrictive to artists since the artist must tolerate the delay or switch to a smaller brush to fill in the large area. In 3D painting, this delay can be felt even at a much smaller brush scale. A solution is to use adaptive brush strokes, where we refine the grid only up to a resolution sufficient to represent the brush details. For a smaller brush, we further refine the adaptive grid, and for a larger brush, we stop at a certain resolution, which is roughly ten voxels corresponding to the brush radius. The sky in Fig. 1 was painted with a very large brush (spanning about one kilometer in size), the effective radius of which in the finest resolution is millions of voxels.

In digital painting, pigment deposition from the brush and mixing with the canvas color is a separate topic and is beyond the scope of this paper. Fortunately, color flow, deposition, and mixing methods developed in 2D digital painting applications are directly applicable to our 3D volumetric painting. In this study, we implement the popular per-stroke maximum blending mode found in painting applications [Inc16] to extend 2D digital painting to 3D. Note...
that many other alternatives are available, such as physically-based pigment mixing using Kubelka-Munk mode [BWL04], RYB mixing [CKIW15], or advanced RGB-space color mixing [LDC∗14].

2D brush stamping methods (another orthogonal topic) can also be directly applied to 3D painting. We currently support multiple stamp shapes: sphere, cylinder, box, cone, and procedural Perlin noise. For spherical stamping, our system supports the sweeping tool, resulting in tapered capsules. We place these tapered capsules to connect the two consecutive samples of a stroke path (the swept stroke algorithm in [DiV13]).

Another common 2D painting practice is color pick-up. We implement a simple color pick-up method as follows. At each sampling point, a brush can pick up color from the canvas and blend it with the current brush color. As shown in Fig. 2 (a), surface-based painting systems such as Tilt Brush do not have color mixing between strokes. In contrast, color pick-up automatically generates spatially-varying colors, and this is a popular method that artists use to generate color gradation in painting as shown in Fig. 2 (b).

8. Results and Discussion

We use C++ programming language with Visual Studio 2015, OpenGL 4.3, OpenVR, and the Grizzly library [KTHS15] under Windows 10 OS to implement our system. Our hardware setup includes Nvidia GTX Titan Xp GPU and Intel Core i7-4790 CPU with 16GB RAM for rendering computation and HTC Vive for interfacing immersive and personal VR environments.

8.1. Volumetric Painting Results

We invited digital-painting artists to produce volumetric paintings. Island (Fig. 13) represents a good example as an extension of 2D painting to 3D. The artist painted the scene with three distinct locations, with a large sky background. Semi-transparent objects such as cloud and smoke and detailed objects such as wires and lamb also show the benefits of our system. The artist uses recolor mode and color mix mode for adding rough shades on buildings and on the island. Similar to Island, the artist explores a much larger painting space in Flying Dragons (Fig. 15). Rougher and more colorful shades on the dragon’s body-surface were used, but fine details on the eyes, teeth, and horns were maintained.

Our system shows development possibility to a serious 3D digital painting tool as well. Each images of A Sneaker (Fig. 1(a)) seems like the results of 2D digital painting, except that the painting can be appreciated from any view point. Another example with various size of objects is Fig. 14. In Music (Fig. 1(b)), the artist not only did a digital painting, but also developed a story of full 3D scene with retouched chipmunks, tiny bees with a detailed score, and translucent, green spring haze. From this aspect, we anticipate that many 2D digital artists can extend their existing techniques to 3D.

The artists interestingly remarked that they needed to change the way they had previously perceived painting and that they needed to step away from the familiarity of perspectives on the 2D canvas. The second remark is very interesting, as it appears to be the result of being able to paint in very large 3D canvas. We believe future explorations with artists will reveal how perspectives can be painted on 3D canvases. For example, recoloring remote mountains from a foreground location would be an interesting approach.

8.2. Qualitative Comparisons of Using Dynamic Deep Octree for Volume Painting

For volumetric painting, we need to locate parent cells that contain a brush, and from these parents (not from roots) we then refine, coarsen, or compute blending. For rendering, we visit cells from a child to its neighbor using our novel memory-efficient neighbor representation and dynamic and incremental tree-update strategy. Thus volumetric painting application does not require traversal from a root, and shallow tree benefits [Mus13, LSK∗06] are therefore minimal. In addition, shallow N-trees would require selecting the depth and the tile size N (per level or cell) at an early stage. This priority requirement is hard for artists to understand and modify at a later stage. We claim that the simple octree, which has uniform adaptivity and painting quality in the canvas regardless of zoom levels, is a more viable approach to volume painting.

Incremental dynamic update while maintaining high rendering frame rates is essential for volume painting, but not a key requirement in existing dynamic tree update techniques. In simulation problems [Hoe16, SABS14], trees are updated globally since they are often adjusted based on velocity, smoke, proximity to liquid surface, or details on the liquid surface. Also, rendering is not required and the frame rate is less demanding than the VR painting applications. In another study [LSK∗06, CNS∗11], heavy updating was allowed in a GPU-only dynamic tree, where the CPU cannot be involved in painting. Because Octomap [HWA∗13] does not require immediate visual feedback, a low latency visualization method has not been studied, and thus Octomap cannot be used for volume painting.

8.3. Limitations

While painting a large stroke over a detailed complex area, a large number of octree cell should be deleted. In this case, although the frame rate is still constant, the delay can be quite large. An indicator would notify that a heavy-weight operation is taking place. Our system can also eventually suffer from out-of-memory. Although the memory size available in modern GPU is increasing over time, artists can indeed consume all the GPU memory. This can be greatly relieved in future automatically by using topology-cleaning operations. In addition, a memory plan-ahead interface would be required. Digital artists usually create multiple layers. Therefore multiple layer support that compromises memory and performance would be required. Finally, since artists spend long time wearing VR headset, the weight of headset is currently the dominating discomfort factor. One way of reducing such discomfort is to move some tasks, such as recoloring, from VR to conventional 2D monitor.

9. Conclusions

We proposed a volumetric VR painting system that can paint volumetric strokes, mix colors, recolor existing strokes, erase, and depict semi-transparency at a very large scale and with high details.
To achieve this goal, we used octree with high depth and perform ray casting to render the volume. We used a CPU to implement dynamic tree adjustment, and proposed low latency update methods that keep the rendering frame rate at highly interactive rates. We showed that small staged blocks and neighbor computation masks maintain the system performance while the latency and artifacts are well suppressed. To reduce memory footprint, we showed that three neighbors per cell are sufficient for efficient neighbor access in an octree. Finally, we provided a ray-traversal error bound using posterior error analysis and verified the bound with experiments.

In future, we intend to explore various volume-specific painting models, user interfaces, and combining these with geometry-based paintings to shift to a more complete 3D volume painting system. Error analysis suggests that ray-casting can be performed even in half-floating precision of $\epsilon = 1/1024$. Therefore, we plan to examine the performance and accuracy implications of using half precision for ray casting and tracing applications.
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Figure 13: "Island" from different view points.

Figure 14: "Nature" from different view points.

Figure 15: "Flying dragons" from different view points.
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